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By Kristie Fry 

 

I, Kristie Fry, travelled to Haiti in June 2012 to visit projects identified as possible recipients of funding 

and support by A Child’s Refuge.  I met with Real Hope for Haiti in Cazale, Heartline Ministries in Port-au-

Prince, and the Haitian Community Development Fund in Fond des Blancs. These are programs with 

whom I am already familiar as my family has personally supported them in small ways over the past 

several years. Detailed information about each visit and meeting follows. 

On Tuesday, June 19, I arrived at Real Hope for Haiti (RHFH) in Cazale, Haiti to a find a long line of 

people waiting to get inside. This organization was founded and is managed by an American family who 

have lived and worked in Haiti for more than 20 years. We got there by car on a rough, rocky, 

mountainous road. Though a remote location, RHFH was easy to find because of the many people we 

happened upon waiting in line; it was a clinic day. It was very hot, dry and dusty, and people had been 

standing for hours without shelter for the chance to be seen.  Our arrival unwillingly caused a 

commotion when workers opened the gates to allow our car to enter to compound, disrupting the line 

temporarily.  People pushed, shoved and shouted, and I could see the desperation of those trying to 

reclaim their place in the line as stronger persons pushed weaker ones aside. This was the first 

indication of the urgency for services provided by RHFH. 

We were met in the yard by Licia Betor, the director of RHFH’s Rescue 

Center for severely malnourished children. Our first tour stop was in 

the ICU tent where Licia said they “keep the sickest kids who need 

24/7 care.”  Most of the children in the ICU tent were suffering from 

kwashiorkor, a severe type of malnutrition caused by lack of protein 

in the diet. It causes fluid to build up under the skin and eventually 

the skin falls off leaving painful, open wounds.  It also stunts physical 

and mental growth in children. Licia said it had been a rough few 

weeks prior to our visit. They had recently lost 9 kids, including three 

deaths in one day. She said they had had two children on oxygen and 

were caring for them, but they had come to the clinic in too critical a 

condition.  Kwashiorkor is fatal if untreated, and it can also be fatal if 

treatment is not sought until it is too late. The children in RHFH’s ICU 

would have no hope if not for the help they receive there.  

  



 
 

 
The little boy (in photo, right) was abandoned in the clinic yard days 

before our arrival. He was malnourished and had a cleft pallet. RHFH 

had sought approval from the local judge to care for him.      

RHFH feeds the children Medika Mamba (also known as Plumpy Nut), a 

peanut butter substance that contains other vital nutrients to add 

protein to the children’s diets. Several of the children in the ICU tent 

had feeding tubes and were being fed Medika Mamba intravenously 

every two hours. We could see their frailty, the orange-color tint in 

their hair, swollen skin, and most heart-breaking, the obvious ways 

they were uncomfortable and suffering. Once children are able to eat 

on their own and regain some strength, Licia said they “graduate” to the 

toddler room to continue their recoveries.  

 

As we left the ICU tent, we walked past a supply storage area. Haitian workers were busy bagging 

donated beans, rice and other basic food supplies for distribution. Licia explained that in order for the 

community to not become dependent on them, they give rations only to those they are treating for 

malnutrition, for TB (tuberculosis) and other patients who are not yet well enough to work and need the 

food on a temporary basis, and other special cases. 

 
We then went to a neighboring house which RHFH rents to house the non-critical residents of the 

Rescue Center—its toddler room and rescue center (above). A father sat in the front room waiting to 

visit his child. We entered a large room where about 20 or more toddlers sat with clinic staff. Each child 

there was on the road to recovery from severe malnutrition, and some had beaten back the doors of 



 
 

 
death with the help of RHFH.  While they had progressed out of immediate danger, they were 

continuing to be nursed to health so that they can return to their families. These children are also given 

Medika Mamba in quantities according to their body weight, along with other foods. We learned, sadly, 

that it was not the first stay in the Rescue Center by a few of the kids. Some children were there for a 

second time, and second visit because their families are so desperately poor they simply do not have the 

ability to properly feed their families.   

 
 
We walked back to main yard and toured the water filtration system 

RHFH was able to put in last year. It pumps dirty water from the 

nearby river into the tanks pictured. The water is then thoroughly 

filtered and made potable. RHFH distributes the clean water for a 

very small fee to anyone in the community.  This service is saving 

lives as the cholera epidemic rages on. 

The main waiting area for the clinic is there in the yard. The clinic is 

officially called “Centre Sante de la Grace du Bon Samaratain” 

(“Grace of the Good Samaritan Health Center”). Lori Moises, its 

director, is a registered nurse who has managed the RHFH medical 

clinic for more than 15 years.  She explained that the clinic is open 

Tuesday-Thursday and they see approximately 275 patients each 

day. They are also open Friday-Monday for dressing changes and 

appointments, and the clinic will open any time of day or night for 

emergency situations that may arise. The consultation fee is 

nominal at $1.50 Haitian, but a committee of three staff members 

meets to approve patients to be seen without payment when the 

patient can prove to have no ability to pay. She said medications 

are given at no charge, and emergency cases are provided without 

charge. On clinic days, such as the day we visited, they see walk-ins 

and regular appointments.  People line up outside the gates early 

in the morning on clinic days, some arriving before daybreak. 

When it opens, workers walk the line to look for those in obvious 

signs of distress and malnutrition, trauma wounds and pregnant 

women in labor. Those patients are brought in first. Those with 

appointments are given a number card next. And then all of those 

other walk-ins are given a number card based their position in line. 

Lori led us into the clinic building. It is a small, cram-packed rented 

home converted into a functioning medical clinic. RHFH has purchased land nearby to build a bigger 

facility; they will do so as funds are available. We saw the in-take room where nurses were reviewing 



 
 

 
medical record and needs of patients. We made a quick stop by the RHFH office where records are kept 

and where Licia and Lori do much of the administrative work. Lori showed us the records from their 

cholera house nearby; we were unable to visit it. She said that of more than 5,000 patients treated there 

for cholera, RHFH had lost only 13 lives. If not for RHFH, there would be many more lost to this severe, 

but treatable, illness.  The deadly outbreak originated near a UN compound just up the river from 

Cazale. 

From there, we saw the pharmacy where shelves were lined 

with various prescription and over-the-counter medications 

such as Pepto-Bismol. Lori said sometimes the shelves are 

barren and other times full, but that God never ceases to 

provide what they need when they need it. She introduced 

us to a few clinic staff members whose job it is to 

separate/count pills into proper doses and packaging. From 

there, we entered the maternity room. Lori showed us a 

simple kit they provide to every pregnant woman they see; 

it enables them to more safely and sanitarily deliver their 

baby at home as many babies are born at home in Haiti. For 

many women, the clinic is too far to reach once labor sets 

in. Once a pregnancy is confirmed at the clinic, the pregnant 

women are seen monthly. I talked with several beautiful 

pregnant women as they sat in line waiting their turn to be seen by the nurse in the maternity room. 

They would have no medical care during their pregnancies if not for RHFH. 

Lori then led us into the trauma/O.R. room. It was small and hot.  Lori said she had been an E.R. Trauma 

Nurse in the United States before moving to Haiti, and that this room was her favorite place. Lori does 

minor surgeries, sutures, wound dressings, IV’s 

and much more. When a patient’s injury or 

illness is too severe for Lori and her staff, they 

refer patients to hospitals in Port-au-Prince. 

On this day, three small children were being 

attended to in the trauma room because their 

conditions were terribly critical, too critical for 

the ICU tent. A mother (photo, left) held her 

young son who lay weak and limp in her arms; 

he was suffering from kwashiorkor and very ill. 

Lori said he had come in with worms coming 

from his nose and mouth as well. They put him 

on anti-worming meds, but a low dose given his 



 
 

 
body is weakened. After I took the photo (above) and showed it to his mom and sister, the boy strained 

to look too. I saw the smallest grin and it pained me to see him suffering so obviously. In the bed next to 

him, a small boy whimpered in pain. Lori said they were uncertain what illness he was suffering but that 

he was severely malnourished and his white blood cell count was extremely high. They had started him 

on low doses of antibiotics, and his body responded by producing a fever, a sign he was fighting an 

infection. He moaned and was in obvious pain causing me to choke back 

tears as I sought to comfort him. 

The third child in that room, a tiny, fragile-looking baby (photo, right), 

had been brought in with her twin sister. They were both severely 

malnourished at a young age. While the one twin had responded well to 

Medika Mamba and was recovering, this tiny baby continued to 

struggle. Lori said they suspect the baby girl has as strain of TB and so 

they had started her on TB meds but given her very delicate condition, 

they had to carefully balance how much she could handle. Lori was not 

confident this precious little one would survive.  It tears at ones heart to 

see a precious baby so close to death and yet so obviously fighting for 

life.  

Finally, we went to the exam room where RHFH has the ability to do a 

number of blood test and some other tests.  

The difficult situations RHFH faces daily are hard to put to words. Their work in helping to save lives 

where people have no other help is glaringly obvious, and their love and care for those they serve was 

evident.  The people of Cazale and the surrounding area need RHFH; no doubt, if not for the ICU tent, 

more children would be lost only because of severe poverty and hunger that led them there.  Real Hope 

for Haiti is working hard to help the poorest of the poor where they serve. Furthermore, their work 

saves lives, improves lives. 

Later that day on Tuesday, June 19, I was able to meet up with Troy and Tara Livesay of Heartline 

Ministries, its Marantha Women’s Program and its Harbor House ministry. They made the long trek to 

my location near Cazale so that we could meet in person and discuss their work. My family has for years 

supported the Livesays in Haiti, and their work is also closely aligned with the mission of ACR. Tara 

shared about the young women living at Harbor House in Port-au-Prince and how they came to be in 

their care. All of them are in need of a support system due to loss and trauma in their lives. Most of the 

young women have no contact or support from the father of their baby. The house is currently at 

capacity with eight moms and eight babies, but Tara said they could accommodate ten if renovations on 

the home could be realized. Also, she shared the heartbreaking story of a 16-year-old girl taken in by 

Heartline; she had been raped twice, is now pregnant as a result, and had nowhere to go. Helping girls 



 
 

 
like this one to have access to medical care, food and shelter at such a critical time is at the heart of our 

mission. These are the neediest, the least and the forgotten. 

I also spent a few days in Fond des Blancs, Haiti, as a guest of Jean and Joy Thomas of the Haitian 

Christian Development Fund. Jean shared the breadth of their work as they’ve lived and worked within 

the community and alongside its members to better life for all for decades. HCDF has helped to connect 

a clean, natural spring water source from high in the mountains to the village proper, and it also 

founded and operates L’Exode, a nationally-ranked elementary 

school in Fond des Blancs. I stayed on the school property in 

a home that the Thomas family once occupied. All around it, 

the school yard buzzed with activity and building. I saw 

finishing touches go up on the newly built cafeteria and 

attended the school’s graduation ceremonies in it (photo, 

left), and I saw the second floor installation on what was to 

be the new secondary school. After the earthquake of 

January 2010, most of the top schools in the country (in Port-

au-Prince) were severely damaged or destroyed. The need 

for secondary schools grew immensely, and HCDF responded 

with an expansion project. Jean said that many of their 

students are able to attend school only because of HCDF’s 

child sponsorship program. He also shared the importance of 

a quality education in the Fond des Blancs region. Jean and I 

discussed at length the plight of the poorest of the poor—the 

adults, teens and older children who never have the opportunity to attend school, their families too 

poor to pay the minimal tuition. Jobs are very hard to find in Haiti, but for the illiterate and unskilled it is 

rather hopeless. Jean expressed that education is a gateway to better opportunity. I met two teen boys 

in particular that I cannot forget. They were bright, intelligent, eager and desperate to better their 

futures.  I also met their uncle who is the director of a tiny school in the mountains nearby. The uncle 

said the boys refuse his offer to come to school. Jean Thomas said it is not about a lack of motivation, 

but that teen boys entering kindergarten alongside five-year-

olds would be teased incessantly. Given ACR has been 

founded with education as a core mission, we discussed 

the need and possibility to partner to form a free adult 

literacy program in Fond des Blancs. We continue to 

explore this exciting opportunity. 

Finally, I had the privilege to visit the home of my 

childrens’ birth family high in the mountains. It is a solid, 

wood-framed structure with a tin roof (photo, right) to 



 
 

 
withstand rain and heavy storms. They had previously lived in a mud hut with a thatch roof. My family 

was able to have that home built for them a few years ago with the help of others and in doing so, we 

were able to obtain a second home for another desperately needy family in the community.  The need 

for safe dwelling places in Haiti is obvious and well reported in the news media since the earthquake of 

January 2010. This visit helped me to see the need first hand, and I intend to explore the possibility of 

providing houses for the most marginalized in Haiti, the homeless and the forgotten.  
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